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To: Canmore Town Council 

Re: Three Sisters Developments and Wildfire Risk 
Cliff White, Canmore Alberta 

March 4, 2021 

 

Executive Summary 
 

The Three Sisters planning documents (environmental assessments and third-party reviews) make the 

assumption in their predictions for development impacts that that existing fire suppression programs in 

the Bow Valley region will remain effective. This is a false assumption. Due to increased fuel, increased 

ignition probability, and possibly a drying weather trend, wildland fire probability is increasing across 

most North American forested regions. Combined with increase urban development, this is leading to 

increasing numbers of serious fire events including urban area destruction, massive evacuations, and 

deaths and injuries to residents and emergency responders. Municipal, provincial, and federal agencies 

in the Bow Valley have recognized this risk, and have responded both locally (community “FireSmart” 

programs), and regionally (large fuel-breaks combined with prescribed burns to reduce fuels). However, 

increasing fuels (such as after a mountain pine beetle attack), increasing urbanization, and increasing 

tourist visitation continues to increase the probability of the wildland fire threat. The Three Sisters 

development plans show commitments to local “FireSmart” projects. However, the development 

remains at risk from regional vectors of fire spread including 1) from Goat Creek over Whiteman’s Pass, 

2) from Spray Lakes over Three Sisters Creek gap, and 3) from Spray Lakes over Wind Pass, into Wind 

Valley, and up onto Wind Ridge.  The proposed developments (Three Sisters Village and Smith Creek) 

should not proceed until both regional and local risks from wildland fire has been accurately assessed, 

optional mitigations proposed, and costed-out. Given that many of the more costly regional mitigations 

would be on Town of Canmore land (e.g., Wind Ridge), these could increase municipal taxes.  

 

The False Assumption of Stable Regional Wildland Fire Risk 
 

The Three Sisters proposals make numerous references to localized “FireSmart” fuel reductions within 

500m of existing or proposed development, and mitigation of this local wildland risk is well evaluated by 

Walkinshaw (2017, 2020). However, regional risk is either not discussed or assumed away. For example, 

the Golder (2020 a,b) environmental impact statements are generally silent on increasing wildland fire 

risk except for brief sections on potential effects on decreasing wildlife habitat (e.g., Golder 2020b:118), 

and the overall conclusion is that for vegetation (and hence resulting fire risk) there will be: “small 

magnitude of effects because of changes to the quantity and quality of native vegetation communities” 

(Golder 2020b:xv). The third-party reviews of the environmental assessments are similarly deficient. 

Possibly under the assumption that vegetation changes will be minimal, MSES (2020b:12) states in their 

evaluation of vegetation impacts “no details or linkages to potential thresholds have been provided 

because we have been told that these details would be developed at a later planning stage”.   

 

What would these documents have predicted if both local and regional wildland fire risks were 

comprehensively assessed, and the recommended mitigations included constructing large fuel breaks on 

Town of Canmore and provincial lands in Wind Valley and on Wind Ridge? 
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The Wildland Fire Issue: Both a Local and a Regional Problem  
 

After about 1880, long-term natural, and First Nation cultural influences in the Canadian Rockies were 

rapidly altered by industrial European impact such as suppression of native burning, railway 

construction, mining, timber harvesting and national park establishment. More recently, we have a 

wave of urban recreational development, decreases in timber harvesting in or near protected areas, 

ongoing suppression of most wildfires, and some prescribed burning. The result is a transformation of 

the Bow Valley and surrounding valleys from a patchy environment of recently burned forests, 

grasslands, and shrublands to a relatively dense, continuous carpet of mature forests greater than 100 

years old (Figure 1). 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Town of Canmore and surrounding region in 1923 and 2005.  
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These dense forests, ranging from the valley bottom slopes in the montane ecoregion, upwards though 

lower and upper subalpine ecoregions now have, after 100 years of relatively infrequent fire, now have 

dramatically more biomass than during previous eras (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Long-term fire cycles and biomass (fuel) accumulation in Canadian Rockies ecoregions. The p 

value indicates the probability of a fire interval of the shown length (source: White 1985).  

 

Fire suppression since about AD 1900 has resulted in most abnormal biomass levels in the montane and 

warm/dry lower subalpine ecoregions.  These high biomass levels tend to result in higher intensity and 

severity when fires do occur after a long fire-free interval. Moreover, large areas of lodgepole pine 

forests greater that >100 years old are highly susceptible to mountain pine beetle infestations that can 

kill up to 80% of the trees, and result in dramatic increases of downed wood and needle debris on the 

forest floor, increasing both the probability of fire, and the intensity of fire once it occurs.  
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Potential Tragic Outcomes 
 

Urban Damage and Death- The combination of both increasing urban development and forest biomass 

obviously has potential bad outcomes. The Canmore-Banff area has been relatively fortunate in this 

respect, but a collage of past and recent events (Figure 3), many of which we see on our televisions each 

fire season clearly show that just about any community that exists near wildland fuels needs to be 

concerned. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: A collage of images from historic and recent wildfires that damaged settlements and urban 

areas in Alberta, British Columbia, and American states.  

 

The Fort McMurray wildfire is the most expensive in the Canadian insurance’s history (>$4B), but 

fortunately few lives lost. The Paradise, California fire was the most expensive event for the US 

insurance industry (>$12B), and dozens of lives were lost. It is important to recognize that the majority 

of these fires started on forest or shrubland outside the communities, but through “ember showers” 

permeated well into urban area. The 2011 Slave Lake fire burned down the municipal building in the 

center of town. The recent September, 2020 fires in Oregon moved rapidly over a large region, with 

flaming fronts and ember storms that destroyed several communities in a single night. Again, many 

people were killed or injured.    
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Massive Evacuations- Wildfires have also stimulated some massive evacuations of urban residents 

sometimes under some highly dangerous circumstances. Long lines of cars, full of people and pets, often 

on narrow roadways through dense forest, weaving through dense smoke are clearly conditions for a 

major fatality incident (Figure 4) but amazingly in North America this has not occurred in the last few 

decades, although in Europe and Australia many people have died in their cars when overtaken by heat 

and smoke.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: A collage of images from recent community evacuations caused by North American wildfires.  

 

It is important to recognize that due fire risk, dense or toxic smoke, or urban infrastructure damage that 

these evacuations can often be long-term with evacuees not being able to return to their communities 

for weeks, or longer if their homes or community infrastructure are lost.  

 

Emergency Responder Deaths and Injury- Many people the build or buy in urban developments 

surrounded by forest or shrub fuels presume that “the firefighters will save us and our home.” This 

attitude puts a whole range of professionals, from fire fighters, to police, to rescue staff under extreme 

pressure to save people or buildings during extreme events. However, fire fighter fatality enquiries 

increasingly point out that: “We don’t put fires out, we just put them off to the next time when there 

will be more fuel, and maybe more houses.”  Thus, during large fire events, the priority for emergency 

responders is increasingly moving towards simply focussing on maintaining safe evacuation routes, and 

just letting some subdivisions burn. 
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Completed Bow Valley and Canmore Wildland Fire Risk Solutions   
   

For approximately the past three decades, the Bow Valley and surrounding watersheds has arguably had 

one of the worlds most advanced wildland fire management programs to:  

• maintain Rocky Mountain ecosystems and forests important to the tourism and forestry 

industry; and 

• protect residents, visitors, communities and tourism facilities.  

 

Depending on the specific location, this program was managed by an interagency team of Parks Canada, 

Alberta Forest Service, BC Forest Service, Alberta and BC Provincial Parks, and municipal government 

representatives from Lake Louise, Banff, Canmore, Sundre, Rocky Mountain House, and the MDs of 

Bighorn and Clearwater. Over the years, team members were recognized for their cooperative work, 

most significantly in 2004 with the Province of Alberta Premier’s Award of Excellence for Regional Forest 

and Fire Planning.  

 

For the Bow Valley, and elsewhere, the fire management teams worked at both the local and the 

landscape level. Here, I will discuss work primarily related to Canmore and its adjacent region.  

 

Existing Local Canmore Community FireSmart Initiatives- The Town of Canmore has done a relatively 

comprehensive job in assessing fire risks in the immediate area of buildings and roads (e.g., Walkinshaw 

2010, 2018), treating areas with dangerous fuels, providing FireSmart building guidelines for 

developments, and training and equipping the Fire Department to respond to wildland fires in 

immediate area of the town. In addition, a preliminary local analysis of local wildfire risk has been 

completed for the proposed Three Sisters Mountain Village and Smith Creek developments (Walkinshaw 

2017, 2020). Again, this mainly applies the immediate area of the proposed roads, housing and other 

developments.  

 

Existing Regional Initiatives around the Town of Canmore – Depending on the location of the project, 

during period 2000 to 2010, the Town of Canmore, Alberta Provincial Parks, Alberta Forest Service, and 

Parks Canada cooperated to assess and complete a series of regional projects to protect primarily 

Canmore and Harvey Heights from regional wildfire spread from large patches of forests>100 years old, 

and to provide fuel breaks to allow safe use of prescribed fire to reduce the risk of mountain pine beetle 

spread (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Large patches of forest> 100 years old prone to high intensity fires (outlined in red), predicted 

direction of fire spread (red arrows), and fuel breaks constructed in the period 1990-2015 (outlined in 

yellow).   

 

Key projects completed in this period of high importance to Canmore were: 

 

• The Banff boundary fuel break stretching across the Bow Valley upvalley of Harvey Heights and 

the Canmore Nordic Center. The fuel break protects Canmore from fire in the largest block of 

mature forest in the Bow Valley along the Fairholme Bench. The fuelbreak was used to hold at 

>3000 ha prescribed fire in 2003 to reduce mountain pine beetle populations (Figures 6 and 7).  

   

• Goat Gap in the Mid-Spray Valley- the hand-cleared fuel break was used to hold a large 

prescribed fire in 2005 along the west facing slopes of the Spray Valley. The fuelbreak in 

combination with the recently burned area provides an important block to fires that could 

spread rapidly northeast into the Spray Lakes area, and then through gaps into the Bow Valley; 

 

• Parks Canada is continuing to widen a fuel break on the north end of Sulphur Mountain that 

blocks fire spread from Sundance Creek and other areas into Banff townsite. This guard is 

important for Canmore because ultimately some configuration of fuel breaks and prescribed fire 

will be necessary to reduce the risk of a wildfire in Sundance Creek reaching Goat Creek, then 

Canmore.  
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Figure 6. Section of the Banff East boundary regional fuel break across the Fairholme Bench near Banff’s 

East Gate.  The fuel break itself was primarily cleared with feller-bunchers, with the timber moved out 

on roads build of wood chips and packed snow.  The majority of both the fuel break and natural forest in 

the background was burned with prescribed fire in the spring and summer of 2003.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. View from Canmore Home Hardware during the May 28, 2003 prescribed burn to reduce fuels 

on the Fairholme Bench. The fire was held by 2 km wide fuel-break (Figure 6 above), and careful timing 

with snow still on the ridges, and moist soils.  A midsummer wildfire, in the absence of a fuel break, 

would rapidly spread into the Silvertip and Eagle Terrace subdivisions.   
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Regional Wildland Fire Risk Assessment Required for 

Three Sisters and Smith Creek 
 

Although Walkinshaw (2010, 2017, 2018, 2020) has completed various levels of local wildfire risk 

assessment, these are focussed on the structures themselves, and the fuel conditions within about 

500m of the existing or proposed buildings and roadways. As discussed above, this local perspective 

must be combined with a regional analysis. Based upon review of forest patches and potential fire 

spread routes (Figure 5), and assuming that existing fuel breaks are workable, we can generally predict 

that Three Sisters is still directly at regional risk from fires spreading: 1) from Goat Creek through 

Whiteman’s Gap, 2) from Spray Lakes over the notch into Three Sisters Creek, and 3) from fires 

spreading over Wind Pass into Wind Valley and on to Wind Ridge (Figure 8).  

 

 
Figure 8: Potential regional fire risks to Three Sisters development area showing Fire Behaviour 

Prediction fuels types, and generally predicted direction fire spread. These regional risks should be 

greatly refined using fire growth models combined with various predictions of wind speeds and direction 

at higher elevations (modified from Walkinshaw 2010). 
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The degree to which these regional risks to the Three Sisters and adjacent developments remains 

unassessed and largely unmitigated. Certainly, local FireSmart initiatives will facilitate evacuation, and 

protect much infrastructure if there is an adequate time frame to put resources in place. However, a 

common factor in most the catastrophic fires described above is that a regional event overwhelms 

local preparations.  From this frame of reference, I will discuss potential mitigation for the three main 

sources of risk. 

 

Goat Creek through Whitemans Gap- Mitigating the threat of a wildland fire coming out of Goat Creek 

into Canmore can likely be mitigated with some minor fuel-break clearing at the top of the Whiteman’s 

Gap, combined with prescribed burns of moderate complexity on the western slopes of Mount Rundle. 

Local FireSmart work needs to be maintained possibly enhanced for the Peaks of Grassi area once the 

prescriptions for fire use on Rundle are refined. If these burns are done in April or May, risks to Canmore 

could be minimal. 

 

Spray Lakes through Gap into Three Sisters Creek- Again, fuels through this gap are minimal (Figure 7), 

and a fuel-break could be enhanced by manual clearing of fuels on the western approaches to the gap, 

and use of prescribed fire along the Spray Lake road during the mid-spring when upper Three Sisters 

Creek is still covered with snow. The risk of fire in upper Three Sisters Creek will remain a concern, and 

will require work as determined by enhanced regional Vegetation Management Strategy (see below).  

 

Spray Lakes through Wind Pass to Wind Valley and Wind Ridge- This potential route for regional 

wildfire spread into the Three Sister’s development is one of the riskier and more difficult to mitigate 

situations in the Canadian Rockies. Regardless of any further development below Wind Ridge, this is 

already serious issue for developments near Deadman’s Flats and on the slopes of Pigeon Mountain. The 

general scenario with no regional mitigation is illustrated in Figure 7. Several factors are at play here: 

 

• The configuration of the Rocky Mountains from the continental divide near Mount Assiniboine 

down the Spray Valley funnels prevailing SW winds towards Wind Pass. Here, the low elevation 

gap combined with the close proximity of the foothills allows the wind to rapidly accelerate and 

descend eastwards. 

• Wind Ridge has a configuration high favourable for spreading fire into the Bow Valley. It is 

vegetation covered right to its summit (grasses at upper elevations, forest at lower, Figure 6), 

and has a spur that runs eastward down into the Bow Valley.  

• Forest biomass has greatly increased between 1948 and 2014, and the majority of the valley is 

now covered with mature lodgepole pine and spruce. The lodgepole pine will likely be killed by 

high susceptibility to mountain pine beetle over the next few decades. 

• Given the above conditions, a potential scenario is fire spotting over Wind Pass, or igniting in 

upper Wind Valley, descending the valley rapidly due to high winds and dense fuels, running up 

the southwest slopes of Wind Ridge, then sending an ember shower across the Bow Valley 

(Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Wind Pass, Wind Valley, and Wind Ridge in 1948 (above) and 2014 (Mountain Legacy Project) 

showing historic burning patterns, biomass increase over time, and potential fire spread direction on a 

day with southwest winds in combination with upslope fire spread on Wind Ridge.  

 

Banff National Park faces a similar situation on Sulphur Mountain that overshadows the Town of Banff. 

Here, large fuel breaks are being built on the southwestern slopes of the mountain that will reduce the 

probability of an ember shower reaching the town. This fuel break may ultimately be used to hold 

prescribed burns in Sundance Creek. This work has recently been given high priority after managers 

perceived the risks during large fires that occurred in 2003 and 2017 fires west.  

 

Given both the probability of this scenario, and potential impacts should it occur, more development 

in the area near Wind Ridge should not occur until the regional fire risk is fully assessed, and 

mitigation scenarios are proposed. One approach might be to prepare a Vegetation Management 

Strategy similar to what was recently completed for the Evan-Thomas Creek area immediately to the 

south east in Kananaskis Country (Alberta Environment and Parks, and Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, 

2016). Analysts should also review the extensive fuel break work currently been done on Sulphur 

Mountain, upwind of the Town of Banff, which is a similar situation to Wind Valley and Wind Ridge.   

 

The costs of mitigating these regional risks could be high, and given that some areas such Wind Ridge 

are largely on Town of Canmore lands, local taxpayers should be aware of this cost before 

development is approved.   
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